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Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls

Oil-only absorbents

Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls
Padex 100 MP
Low-linting premium oil-only absorbent pads
Price: 46,80 € 
Category: Ölbindevlies, Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls 

Padex 100 MP - low-linting premium oil-only absorbent
pads preferentially absorb oil, whilst repelling water.
Theywill remove oil from water and are used in internal
and external situations, where oil needs to be absorbed
without saturating the absorbent with water. Padex 100
MP have a polypropylene core with a fine fiber layer on
both sides. This procedure makes the pads extremely
low-linting and improves the absorption ability (wicking)
and strength of the material. Their perforation makes them
easily adjustable for all kinds of applications.
Applications: Padex 100 MP - low-linting premium 

oil-only absorbent pads are ideal for use in factories, on lakes, rivers, harbours or at sea
and will remain afloat even when saturated with oil.

* 100% meltblown polypropylene covered with a fine fiber layer on both sides; won't rip,
tear or fray even when saturated.

* Will absorb up to 25 times its own weight.
* Dimple pattern speeds wicking of liquid throughout the material for faster, easier

cleanup.
* Absorbs and retains oils and oil-based liquids—including lubricants and fuels—without

absorbing water
* Floats to clean up spills on water.
* Bright white color makes absorbed oil easier to see; draws attention to machine leaks

and clearly shows saturation level during spill response.
* Perforated material is easy to tear to size so you only use what you need.
* Low-linting Premium Oil Only Absorbent Pads are ideal for catching drips and soaking

up spills
* Flame-resistant material won't burn immediately like cellulose; melts when exposed to

high heat while on the job.
* Non toxic, non reactive and fast acting.

Looking for a similar but more economic product - click here 

Parameters of product 

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls

Length in cm:

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls

43

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls
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Width in cm: 48
Absorption in liter: 115
Weight in kg: 7.2
Pieces per unit: 100

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls

Oil-only absorbents

Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls
Padex 100 ME
Economical oil-only absorbent pads
Price: 35,40 € 
Category: Ölbindevlies, Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls 

Economical oil-only absorbent pads, Padex 100 ME
preferentially absorb oil, whilst repelling water. They will
remove oil from water and are used in internal and
external situations where oil needs to be absorbed without
saturating the absorbent with water. Padex 100 ME are
made of 100% polypropylene and are perforated so that it
can be adjusted for all kinds of applications.

Applications: Padex 100 ME - economical oil-only 
absorbent pads are ideal for use in factories, on lakes,
rivers, harbours or at sea and will remain afloat even when

saturated with oil. Non toxic, non reactive and fast acting.

* 100% meltblown polypropylene; will absorb up to 25 times its own weight.
* Absorbs and retains oils and oil-based liquids—including lubricants and fuels—without

absorbing water
* Floats to clean up spills on water.
* Bright white color makes absorbed oil easier to see; draws attention to machine leaks

and clearly shows saturation level during spill response.
* Perforated material is easy to tear to size, so you only use what you need.
* Padex 100 ME are ideal for catching drips and soaking up spills.
* Flame-resistant material won't burn immediately like cellulose; melts when exposed to

high heat while on the job.
* Non toxic, non reactive and fast acting.

For the premium version of this product - click here 

Parameters of product 
Length in cm: 43
Width in cm: 48
Absorption in liter per unit: 99
Weight in kg per unit: 6.0
Pieces per unit: 100

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls

Oil-only absorbents

Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls
Roldex MP
Low-linting premium oil only absorbent rolls
Price: 60,00 € 
Category: Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls 

Low-linting premium oil only absorbent rolls Roldex MP
preferentially absorb oil, whilst repelling water. They will
remove oil from water and are used in internal and
external situations where oil needs to be absorbed without
saturating the absorbent with water.
Roldex MP, the low-linting premium oil only absorbent rolls
have a polypropylene core with a fine fiber layer on both
sides. This procedure makes the pads extremely
low-linting and improves the absorption ability (wicking)
and strength of the material. Due to perforation it can be
adjusted for all kinds of applications.

Applications: Low-linting premium oil only absorbent rolls Roldex MP are ideal for use in 
factories, on lakes, rivers, harbours or at sea and will remain afloat even when saturated
with oil.

* 100% meltblown polypropylene covered with a fine fiber layer on both sides; won't rip,
tear or fray even when saturated.

* Will absorb up to 16 times its own weight.
* Dimple pattern speeds wicking of liquid throughout the material for faster, easier

cleanup.
* Absorbs and retains oils and oil-based liquids—including lubricants and fuels—without

absorbing water

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls
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* Floats to clean up spills on water.
* Bright white color makes absorbed oil easier to see; draws attention to machine leaks

and clearly shows saturation level during spill response.
* Perforated material is easy to tear to size so you only use what you need
* Low-linting Premium Oil Only Absorbent Rolls are ideal for catching drips and soaking

up spills
* Flame-resistant material won't burn immediately like cellulose; melts when exposed to

high heat while on the job.
* Non toxic, non reactive and fast acting.

Looking for a similar but more economic product - click here 

Parameters of product 
Length: 44 m
Width: 96 or 48 cm
Absorption: 237 l/unit
Weight: 14.8 kg/unit
Pieces per unit: 1 x 96 or 2 x 48 cm

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls

Oil-only absorbents

Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls
Roldex ME
Economical oil only absorbent rolls
Price: 60,00 € 
Category: Ölbindevlies, Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls 

Roldex ME, economical oil only absorbent rolls
preferentially absorb oil, whilst repelling water. They will
remove oil from water and are used in internal and
external situations where oil needs to be absorbed without
saturating the absorbent with water.
Economical oil only absorbent rolls Roldex ME are made
of 100% polypropylene and are perforated so that it can be
adjusted for all kinds of applications.

Applications: Roldex ME, economical oil only absorbent 
rolls are ideal for use in factories, on lakes, rivers,

harbours or at sea and will remain afloat even when saturated with oil.

* 100% meltblown polypropylene; will absorb up to 16 times its own weight.
* Absorbs and retains oils and oil-based liquids—including lubricants and fuels—without

absorbing water
* Floats to clean up spills on water.
* Bright white color makes absorbed oil easier to see; draws attention to machine leaks

and clearly shows saturation level during spill response.
* Perforated material is easy to tear to size so you only use what you need.
* Ideal for catching drips and soaking up spills.
* Flame-resistant material won't burn immediately like cellulose; melts when exposed to

high heat while on the job.
* Non toxic, non reactive and fast acting.

For the premium low-linting version of this product, click here 

Parameters of product 
Length: 44 m
Width: 96 or 48 cm
Absorption: 203 l/unit
Weight: 12.7 kg/unit
Pieces per unit: 1 x 96 or 2 x 48 cm

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls

Oil-only absorbents

Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls
Roldex MPO
Oil-only absorbent sweep
Price: 78,00 € 
Category: Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls 

Parameters of product: Length: 30 m Width: 48 cm
Weight: 5,5 kg
Absorption: ca. 88 l/unit
Pieces per unit: 1

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls

Oil-only absorbents

Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls
DTO 25
Oil-only absorbent drum toppers
Price: 26,40 € 
Category: Ölbindevlies, Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls 

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls
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Absorb pump drips to keep drum tops clean and floors
safe. Our oil only drum toppers prevent puddles and dirty
rags from accumulating on top of your 200 liter drums.

* Precut with hole for pump to provide a perfect fit on
200 liter drum tops

* Absorbs up to 25 times its own weight
* Soak up pump drips without cluttering up your work

space with dirty rags
* 100% polypropylene covered with a fine fiber layer on

both sides
* Dimple pattern speeds wicking of liquid for faster, easier cleanup
* Highly absorbent, dimpled pad won't leave behind liquids or fiber residue
* Absorbs oil products only
* Flame-resistant material won't burn immediately like cellulose mats; melts when

exposed to high heat while on the job
* Non toxic, non reactive and fast acting

Parameters of product 
Diameter: 55 cm
Absorption: 51 l/unit
Weight: 3,4 kg
Pieces per unit: 25

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls

Oil-only absorbents

Oil-only absorbent pads and rolls
TS 553 Oread oil-only test-set
Idealopportunitytotestaselectionof Oread sorbents
Price: 0,00 € 
Category: Ölbindevlies, Öl (oil only), Oil-only absorbent 
pads and rolls, Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and
pillows

* 5 premium low - linting oil-only pads (Padey 100 MP)
43 x 48 cm

* 5 economical oil-only pads (Padex 100 ME) 43 x 48 cm
* 3 oil-only socks (Barisock M)120 x 7,5 cm

Weight: 1.9 kg

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent granules

Oil-only absorbents

Oil-only absorbent granules
P 10
Oil-onlyabsorbentparticulate
Price: 39,60 € 
Category: Oil-only absorbent granules 

P 10 oil-only particulate improves cleanup with 100%
polypropylene particulate to clean those hard-to-reach
areas such as cracks and corners.

* Great addition to an assortment of matting material to
make sure 100% of a spill is cleaned up, also in those
hard-to-reach areas

* Absorbs all petroleum-based liquids without absorbing
water

* Absorbs up to 25 times its own weight

Parameters of product 
Diameter: 1-2 cm
Absorption: 160 l/unit
Weight: 10 kg

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent granules

Oil-only absorbents

Oil-only absorbent granules
Spagex 4.5
Oil-onlyabsorbentspaghettiparticulate
Price: 67,80 € 
Category: Oil-only absorbent granules 

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent granules
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Spagex 4.5 - oil-only spaghetti particulate is mostly used to
build a custom-made filtration system.
The pieces are cut in a patented way to make sure the
sides are not closed off so that the pores of the pieces are
fully open for absorption.

* Can be used in all types of filtration systems. For
example a filter before an active carbon filtration
system. This reduces the wear of the active carbon
filter greatly.

* Absorbs all petroleum-based liquids without absorbing
water

* Absorbs up to 25 times its own weight

Parameters of product 
Diameter: 0.3 - 0.4 cm
Absorption: 72 l/unit
Weight: 4 kg

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows

Oil-only absorbents

Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and
pillows
Bariboom 4 M
Oilonlyabsorbentbooms(Ø20cm)
Price: 82,80 € 
Category: Ölsperren, Öl (oil only), Oil-only absorbent 
booms, socks and pillows

Oil-only absorbent booms contain and absorb spills on
water or land before they can spread. They float for
confining and soaking up oil spills on water but can also be
used for land-based spills.

* Rope running along length of boom adds strength for
deployment and retrieval

* Strong metal attachment clips and allow to connect
booms together for greater length

* Contained absorbent makes cleanup quick and easy
* Polypropylene filler is chemical-resistant and

hydrophobic for containing and absorbing oil-based spills in a variety of environments;
holds in liquid, even when fully saturated

* Tough outer net resists snags and debris while remaining pliable
* Absorbs and retains oils and oil-based liquids—including lubricants and fuels—without

absorbing water
* Can be used on land but also floats to confine and soak up spills on water
* Bright white color is easier to see in outdoor environments

Parameters of product 
Length in cm: 300
Diameter in cm: 20
Absorption (liter/unit): 288
Weight (kg/unit): 18
Pieces per unit: 4

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillowsOil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillowsOil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows
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Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows

Oil-only absorbents

Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows
Bariboom 4 MS
Oil only absorbent booms (Ø 13 cm)
Price: 0,00 € 
Category: Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows 

Oil-only absorbent booms contain and absorb spills on
water or land before they can spread. They float for
confining and soaking up oil spills on water but can also be
used for land-based spills.

* Rope running along length of boom adds strength for
deployment and retrieval

* Strong metal attachment clips and allow to connect
booms together for greater length

* Contained absorbent makes cleanup quick and easy
* Polypropylene filler is chemical-resistant and

hydrophobic for containing and absorbing oil-based spills in a variety of environments;
holds in liquid, even when fully saturated

* Tough outer net resists snags and debris while remaining pliable
* Absorbs and retains oils and oil-based liquids—including lubricants and fuels—without

absorbing water
* Can be used on land but also floats to confine and soak up spills on water
* Bright white color is easier to see in outdoor environments

Parameters of product 
Length in: 300 cm
Diameter in: 13 cm
Absorption: 185 (liter/unit
Weight: 10 (kg/unit)
Pieces per unit: 4

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows

Oil-only absorbents

Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows
Barisock M
Oil-only absorbent socks
Price: 42,00 € 
Category: Ölsperren, Öl (oil only), Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows 

Surround and absorb oil-based liquids without absorbing
water. Polypropylene filler is hydrophobic for containing
and absorbing oil-based spills in a variety of environments
Polyester skin is chemical- and tear-resistant; reduces
dust and holds in liquid, even when fully saturated Absorbs
and retains oils and oil-based liquids without absorbing
water Contained absorbent makes cleanup quick and easy

Parameters of product 
Length (cm): 122
Diameter (cm): 7,5
Absorption
(Liter/Unit):

134

Weight (kg): 8,2
Number of socks
per unit:

20

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows

Oil-only absorbents

Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows
Barisock M XXL
Oil-only absorbent socks XL
Price: 43,20 € 
Category: Ölsperren, Öl (oil only), Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows 

Surround and absorb oil-based liquids without absorbing
water. Polypropylene filler is hydrophobic for containing
and absorbing oil-based spills in a variety of environments
Polyester skin is chemical- and tear-resistant; reduces
dust and holds in liquid, even when fully saturated Absorbs
and retains oils and oil-based liquids without absorbing
water Contained absorbent makes cleanup quick and easy

Parameters of product 

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillowsOil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillowsOil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows
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Lenght (cm): 300
Diameter (cm): 7,5
Absorption (liter /
unit):

134

Weight(kg): 8,4
Number of socks
per unit:

8

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows

Oil-only absorbents

Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows
DPPO
Oil-only drip pan pillows in a pan
Price: 38,40 € 
Category: Öl (oil only), Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows 

Oil-only drip pan pillows in a pan are ideal to catch leaks
and drips coming from spigots, machinery or common
places where drips and leaks happen. You can
continuously use the drip pan while only replacing the oil
absorbent pillow.

* Keep the drip pan - just replace the oil pillow
* Comes complete with 4 reusable drip pans and 20

oil-only absorbent pillows filled with 100%
polypropylene for maximum absorbency

* Drip pans ideal for use under leaky spigots, dripping
pipes and in other problem areas

For a refill, please click here 

Parameters of product 
length (cm): 25
Width (cm): 25
Height (cm): 8
Absorption (liter/unit): 64
Weight(kg): 5
Pieces per unit: 4 drip pans and 20 oil pillows

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows

Oil-only absorbents

Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows
DPPO R
Refill pack / oil-only drip pan pillows
Price: 31,20 € 
Category: Öl (oil only), Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows 

The refill pack / oil-only drip pan pillows is ideal to catch
leaks and drips coming from spigots, machinery or
common places where drips and leaks happen.

* Comes with 20 DPPO - oil-only absorbent pillows filled
with 100% polypropylene for maximum absorbency.

* Ideal for use under leaky spigots, dripping pipes and in
other problem areas.

Parameters of product 
Weight (kg): 4,0
Pieces per unit: 20
Dimension of
pillows (cm):

25 x 25 x 4

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows

Oil-only absorbents

Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows
Barisump 10 M
Oil-only absorbent sump skimmer booms
Price: 69,60 € 
Category: Ölsperren, Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows 

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows
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Keep your sumps, tanks and bilges oil-free with the
easy-to-retrieve Sump boom. Simply lower this floating
boom/skimmer into any water-based liquid to absorb even
the thickest oils without taking in any water.

* Contained absorbent makes cleanup quick and easy
* Polypropylene filler is chemical-resistant and

hydrophobic for containing and absorbing oil-based
spills; holds in liquid, even when fully saturated

* Tough outer mesh lets fluids easily pass through to
filler material

* Absorbs and retains oils and oil-based liquids—including lubricants and fuels —without
absorbing water

* Floats on water to soak up unwanted oil-based fluids that collect in sumps, tanks and
bilges

* Bright white color makes absorbed oil easier to see; clearly shows saturation level

Parameters of product 
Length (cm): 50
Diameter (cm): 20
Absorption (liter / unit): 138
Weight (kg): 8.6
Number of pieces per unit: 10

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and pillows

Oil-only absorbents

Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and
pillows
TS 553 Oread oil-only test-set
Idealopportunitytotestaselectionof Oread sorbents
Price: 0,00 € 
Category: Ölbindevlies, Öl (oil only), Oil-only absorbent 
pads and rolls, Oil-only absorbent booms, socks and
pillows

* 5 premium low - linting oil-only pads (Padey 100 MP)
43 x 48 cm

* 5 economical oil-only pads (Padex 100 ME) 43 x 48 cm
* 3 oil-only socks (Barisock M)120 x 7,5 cm

Weight: 1.9 kg

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only spill kits

Oil-only absorbents

Oil-only spill kits
MSK 203 B
Oil-onlyspillkitinaruggedBag
Price: 39,60 € 
Category: Oil-only spill kits 

* Each spill kit absorbs all petroleum-based liquids while
repelling water

* Rugged bag is packed with 20 pads, 3 socks, one
SD10132 and 3 PVC bags

* The rugged bag stores spill response supplies, then act
as a temporary disposal bag

* Absorbency: 35-45 liters, depending on the viscosity of
the oil absorbed

Composition: Rugged bag, 50 cm x 50 cm x 20 cm 
3 Oil Only Socks, 7.5 x 120 cm
20 Low-linting Premium Oil Only Absorbent Pads, 48 x 43 cm
3 PVC plastic bags
1 Pre-Mixed Plugging and Sealing Putty, 0.5 kg
1 pair of gloves

Parameters of product 
Length (cm): 50
Width (cm): 50
Height (cm): 20
Weight (kg): 3.1
Pieces per unit: 1
Absorption capacity of
absorbent material (l)

approx. 42

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only spill kits

Oil-only absorbents

Oil-only spill kits
MSK 508 B
Oil-onlyspillkitmaxiinaruggedbag
Price: 0,00 € 
Category: Oil-only spill kits 

* Each spill kit absorbs acids, bases and many other
liquids [compatibility guide].

* Rugged bag is packed with 50 universal pads, 8
universal socks, one pre-mixed plugging and sealing
putty and 3 PVC bags.

* The rugged bag stores spill response supplies, then
acts as a temporary disposal bag.

* Absorbency of the absorbents contained: 80-120 liters,
depending on viscosity of oil.

Composition: Rugged bag, 50 cm x 48 cm x 35 cm 
8 oil-only socks ( Barisock M ), 7.5 x 120 cm
50 low-linting premium oil-only absorbent pads ( Padex 100 MP ), 48 x 43 cm
3 PVC plastic bags
1 pre-mixed plugging and sealing putty ( PS PM ), 0.5 kg
1 pair of gloves

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only spill kits
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Parameters of product: 
Length: 50 cm
Width: 48 cm
Height: 35 cm
Weight: 7,4 kg
Pieces per unit: 1

Oil-only absorbents: Oil-only spill kits

Oil-only absorbents

Oil-only spill kits
OSK 104 C
Wheeled container oil-only spill kit
Price: 141,60 € 
Category: Öl (oil only), Oil-only spill kits 

Use this wheeled kit to bring Oread absorbents directly to
a large oil or oil-based spill — all in a highly visible
container that really stands out!

* Use socks to confine spill before it can spread; use
pads to soak up spill

* Bright yellow lid stands out, so you can find it when you
need it;

* Hinged lid allows for easy access and keeps kit
contents clean and dry prior to use; not for outdoor
storage

* 100% polyethylene container is light-weight
* Absorbency: Approx. 90 liters
* Need a custom kit? Call us!

Composition : 1 wheeled container
1 9-kg-bag of absorbent granules ( AU 1000 )
20 low-linting premium oil-only absorbent pads, 48 x 43 cm ( Padex 100 MP )
4 oil-only absorbing socks, 7.5 x 120 cm ( Barisock M )
1 bottle with 0,5 l of a super-concentrated biodegradable degreaser that can be diluted 1:50
( Citro 3000 )
1 pair of gloves
1 pair of glasses
1 detachable broom
1 detachable shuffle
3 black plastic bags

Parameters of product 

Absorption capacity of absorbent material (l): 50
Dimensions of wheeled container in cm (w x l x h): 51 x 53 x 85
Capacity of wheeled container (l): 100
Weight of complete wheeled container oil-only spill kit
(kg):

18

Universal absorbents: Universal absorbent pads and rolls

Universal absorbents

Universal absorbent pads and rolls
Padex 100 UEP
Universal absorbent pads traffic
Price: 38,64 € 
Category: Universal absorbent pads and rolls 

Universal absorbent pads traffic absorb leaks and spills to
keep floors dry and workers safe to walk on.
Padex 100 UEP - universal absorbent pads traffic are
made of 100% polypropylene and are perforated so that it
can be adjusted for all kinds of applications.
Applications: Universal absorbent pads traffic are ideal 
for use in factories, garages, laboratories or anywhere
where chemicals need to be absorbed.

* 100% meltblown polypropylene for superior absorbtion.
* Absorbs and retains oils, coolants, solvents, water and

many types of other chemicals.
* Dark gray color hides dirt, so Padex 100 UEP stay on the job longer.
* Perforated material is easy to tear to size so you only use what you need.
* Universal absorbent pads traffic are ideal for catching drips and soaking up spills.
* Flame-resistant material won't burn immediately like cellulose; melts when exposed to

high heat while on the job.
* Non toxic, non-reactive and fast acting.

For a similar version of this product, please click here. 

Parameters of product 
Length: 43 cm

Universal absorbents: Universal absorbent pads and rolls

Width in:

Universal absorbents: Universal absorbent pads and rolls

48 cm

Universal absorbents: Universal absorbent pads and rolls
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Universal absorbents: Universal absorbent pads and rollsUniversal absorbents: Universal absorbent pads and rollsUniversal absorbents: Universal absorbent pads and rolls
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Absorption: 86 l per unit
Weight in: 6.0 kg per unit
Pieces per unit: 100

Universal absorbents: Universal absorbent pads and rolls

Universal absorbents

Universal absorbent pads and rolls
Padex 100 UP
Low-linting premium universal absorbent pads
Price: 50,04 € 
Category: Universal absorbent pads and rolls 

Padex 100 UP - low-linting premium universal absorbent
pads absorb leaks and spills to keep floors dry and
workers safe. They consist of a polypropylene core with a
fine fiber layer on both sides. This procedure makes the
Padex 100 UP extremely low-linting and improves the
absorption ability (wicking) and strength of the material.
Padex 100 UP - low-linting premium universal absorbent
pads are perforated, so that it can be adjusted for all kinds
of applications.
Applications: Padex 100 UP, the low-linting premium 
universal absorbent pads are ideal for use in factories,

garages, laboratories or anywhere where chemicals need to be absorbed.

* Low-linting. Superior absorbtion.
* Absorb and retain oils, coolants, solvents, water and many types of other chemicals.
* Dark gray color hides dirt - gives possibility to stay on the job for a longer period.
* 100% meltblown polypropylene covered with a fine fiber layer on both sides; won't rip,

tear or fray even when saturated.
* Dimple pattern speeds wicking of liquid throughout the material for faster, easier

cleanup.
* Perforated material is easy to tear to size, so you only use, what you need.
* Padex 100 UP - low-linting premium universal absorbent pads are ideal for catching

drips and soaking up spills.
* Flame-resistant material won't burn immediately like cellulose; melts when exposed to

high heat while on the job.
* Non toxic, non reactive and fast acting.

For a similar but more economic product click here. 

Parameters of product: 
Lenth: 43 cm
Width: 48 cm
Absorption: 86 l/unit
Weight: 7.2 kg
Pieces per unit: 100

Universal absorbents: Universal absorbent pads and rollsUniversal absorbents: Universal absorbent pads and rollsUniversal absorbents: Universal absorbent pads and rolls

Universal absorbents

Universal absorbent pads and rolls
DTU 25
Universal absorbent drum toppers
Price: 28,80 € 
Category: Universal absorbent pads and rolls 

Absorb pump drips to keep drum tops clean and floors
safe. DTU 25 - universal absorbent drum toppers prevent
puddles and dirty rags from accumulating on top of your
200 liter drums.

* Precut with hole for pump to provide a perfect fit on
200 liter drum tops.

* Soak up pump drips without cluttering up your work
space with dirty rags.

* 100% polypropylene covered with a fine fiber layer on
both sides for superior absorbency.

* Dimple pattern speeds wicking of liquid for faster, easier cleanup.
* Highly absorbent, dimpled pad won't leave behind liquids or fiber residue.
* Absorbs and retains oils, coolants, solvents, water and many types of other chemicals.
* Flame-resistant material won't burn immediately like cellulose; melts when exposed to

high heat while on the job.

Parameters of product 
Diameter: 55 cm
Absorption capacity: 38 l/unit
Weight: 3.2 kg
Pieces per unit: 25

Universal absorbents: Universal absorbent pads and rollsUniversal absorbents: Universal absorbent pads and rollsUniversal absorbents: Universal absorbent pads and rolls

Universal absorbents

Universal absorbent pads and rolls
Roldex UP
Low-linting premium universal absorbent rolls
Price: 84,00 € 
Category: Universal absorbent pads and rolls 

Universal absorbents: Universal absorbent pads and rolls
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Roldex UP - low-linting premium universal absorbent rolls
absorb leaks and spills to keep floors dry and workers
safe. They have a polypropylene core with a fine fiber
layer on both sides. This procedure makes Roldex UP
extremely low-linting and improves the absorption ability
(wicking) and strength of the material. Perforation makes
Roldex UP easily adjustable for all kinds of applications.

Applications: Roldex UP - low-linting premium universal 
absorbent rolls are ideal for use in factories, garages,
laboratories or anywhere where chemicals need to be

absorbed.

* Low linting. Superior absorbtion.
* Absorbs and retains oils, coolants, solvents, water and many types of other chemicals.
* Dark gray color hides dirt, what makes them stay on the job for a longer period.
* 100% meltblown polypropylene covered with a fine fiber layer on both sides; won't rip,

tear or fray even when saturated.
* Dimple pattern speeds wicking of liquid throughout the material for faster, easier

cleanup.
* Perforated material is easy to tear to size so you only use what you need.
* Ideal for catching drips and soaking up spills.
* Flame-resistant material won't burn immediately like cellulose; melts when exposed to

high heat while on the job.
* Non toxic, non reactive and fast acting.

Looking for a similar but more economic product - click here

Parameters of product 
Lenth: 44 m
Width: 96 or 48 cm
Absorption capacity: 178 l/unit
Weight: 14.8 kg
Pieces per unit: 1 x 96 cm or 2 x 48 cm

Universal absorbents: Universal absorbent pads and rolls

Universal absorbents

Universal absorbent pads and rolls
Roldex UEP
Economicaluniversalabsorbentrolls
Price: 117,60 € 
Category: Universal absorbent pads and rolls 

Roldex UEP - economical universal absorbent rolls absorb
leaks and spills to keep floors dry and workers safe;
withstands pedestrian and forklift traffice. They are made
of 100% polypropylene and perforated, so that they can be
easily adjusted for all kinds of applications.
Applications: The economical universal absorbent rolls 
Roldex UEP are ideal for use in factories, garages,
laboratories or anywhere, where chemicals need to be
absorbed and resistance against pedestrian and forklift
traffice is important.

* 100% meltblown polypropylene for superior absorbtion.
* Absorb and retain oils, coolants, solvents, water and many types of other chemicals.
* Dark gray color hides dirt, so they can stay on the job for a longer period.
* Perforated material is easy to tear to size, so you only use what you need.
* Ideal for catching drips and soaking up spills.
* Flame-resistant material won't burn immediately like cellulose; melts when exposed to

high heat while on the job.
* Non toxic, non-reactive and fast acting.

For the premium version of this product, click here 

Parameters of product 
Length: 44 m
Width: 96 or 48 cm
Absorption capacity: 134 l/unit
Weight: 11,2 kg
Pieces per unit: 1 x 96 cm or 2 x 48 cm

Universal absorbents: Universal absorbent pads and rollsUniversal absorbents: Universal absorbent pads and rollsUniversal absorbents: Universal absorbent pads and rolls

Universal absorbents

Universal absorbent pads and rolls
Samsonex NP
Hightrafficheavydutyabsorbentroll 
Price: 236,40 € 
Category: Universal absorbent pads and rolls 

High traffic heavy duty absorbent roll Samsonex NP is
perfect for high-traffic walkways. Keep walkways dry and
safe with this highly durable, absorbent rug.

Samsonex NP, the high traffic heavy duty absorbent roll
won't rip under heavy forklift traffic.

* 100% polypropylene material is needle-punched for
incredible durability; won't rip under forklift traffic.

* Absorbs and retains oils, coolants, solvents, water and
other chemicals.

* Dark gray color hides grime, therefore Samsonex NP stays on the job for a longer
period.

* Ideal for covering large areas and soaking up leaks.
* Flame-resistant material won't burn immediately like cellulose mats; melts when

Universal absorbents: Universal absorbent pads and rolls
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exposed to high heat while on the job.

Parameters of product 
Length: 45 m
Width: 91 cm
Weight: 24 kg

Universal absorbents: Universal absorbent pads and rolls

Universal absorbents

Universal absorbent pads and rolls
Samsonex NPB
High traffic absorbent roll with poly backing
Price: 237,60 € 
Category: Universal absorbent pads and rolls 

Samsonex NPB, the high traffic absorbent roll with poly
backing is perfect for high-traffic walkways. Keep
walkways dry and safe with this highly durable, absorbent
rug. Poly backing prevents absorbed liquids from reaching
floors.

Samsonex NPB, the high traffic absorbent roll with poly
backing won't rip under heavy forklift traffic.

* 100% polypropylene material is needle-punched for
incredible durability; won't rip under forklift traffic.

* Absorbs and retains oils, coolants, solvents, water and other chemicals.
* Poly backing prevents absorbed liquids from reaching floors.
* Dark gray color hides grime, so Samsonex NPB stays on the job for a longer period.
* Ideal for covering large areas and soaking up leaks.
* Flame-resistant material won't burn immediately like cellulose mats; melts when

exposed to high heat while on the job.

Parameters of product 
Length: 45 m
Width: 91 cm
Weight: 12 kg
Pieces per unit: 1

Universal absorbents: Absorbent granules

Universal absorbents

Absorbent granules
AP2000
Universal absorbent fine granules
Price: 5,88 € 
Category: Absorbent granules 

Suitable for industrial use, AP2000 remains granular even
when saturated. Ideal for oils, chemicals including strong
acids except for hydrchloric acid.
Parameters of product 

Absorption capacity: 9,3 (l fuel oil/bag)
Bulk weight: 489 (g/l)
Granules: 0,5-1 mm
Weight: 9,5 kg

Universal absorbents: Absorbent granules

Universal absorbents

Absorbent granules
AU1000
Universal absorbent coarse granules 
Price: 5,04 € 
Category: Absorbent granules 

Universal absorbents: Absorbent granules
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Suitable for road use, AU1000 remains granular even
when saturated. Ideal for oils, chemicals including strong
acids.
AU 1000 is a fast acting and safe (chemically non-reactive)
absorbent: All types of chemicals, such as water, oil and
other chemicals (excl. hydrofluoric acid) on hard surfaces
will be absorbed quickly and encapsulated in the porous
structure of the granules
AU1000 works quickly because of its high absorption
capacity. That means you will save time when removing
liquids. A higher absorption capacity also means that you

will need less material and reduce the amount of waste. AU1000 is non-slippery
AU 1000 is a natural mineral product. It is not water repellant and will not float on water.
Applications: AU1000 is an absorption granule that can be used inside as well as outside
because of its relatively large particles (1-3 mm). It can be used preventative and in
maintenance situations. It is ideal to clean and secure industrial floors or to remove oil from
roads and high ways.

Parameters of product 

Absorption capacity: 8,3 (l fuel oil/unit)
Bulk weight: 485 (g/l)
Granules: 1-3 mm
Weight: 9,5 kg

Universal absorbents: Absorbent granules

Universal absorbents

Absorbent granules
OG 30
Oreadabsorbentgranules
Price: 7,56 € 
Category: Absorbent granules 

Oread absorbent granules OG 30 absorb leaks and spills
to keep floors dry and workers safe.
If a loose product is important then Oread Absorbent
Granules are the most absorbent, as the granules have
been designed to create a spatial structure that allows
entrapment of large volumes of liquids. Importantly, if the
Oread Absorbent Granules contaminate lubricants, their
softer structure will not harm the machines.
Non-flammable Cost effective 3 times more absorbent
than clay granules Moreover, the product is environmental
friendly as the raw material is 100% recycled waste.

Oread Absorbent Granules are ideal for use in factories, garages, laboratories or anywhere
where chemicals need to be absorbed.

* Absorbs and retains oils, coolants, solvents, water and many types of other chemicals
* Clay/Cellulose mix of gray colorwhich hides dirt, so Oread Absorbent Granules stay on

the job longer
* Oread Absorbent Granules are ideal for catching drips and soaking up spills
* Non-flammable
* environmental friendly

Parameters of product 
Absorption: 16 l/unit
Weight: 12 kg/bag (30 l)
Pieces per unit: 2

Universal absorbents: Universal  absorbent socks and pillows

Universal absorbents

Universal  absorbent socks and pillows
Bariex U
Absorbentuniversalsocks
Price: 38,40 € 
Category: Universal absorbent socks and pillows 

Bariex U, moldable socks are ideal to surround machine
bases and contain spills:

* Polypropylene filler is highly absorbent for big spills.
* Polyester skin is chemical- and tear-resistant; reduces

dust and holds in liquid, even when fully saturated.
* Absorbs and retains oils, coolants, solvents, water and

other chemicals.
* Contained absorbent makes cleanup quick and easy.

Parameters of product 
Length: 120 cm
Width: 7,5 cm
Absorption capacity: 90 l/unit
Weight: 7,5 kg/unit
Pieces per unit: 20

Universal absorbents: Universal  absorbent socks and pillowsUniversal absorbents: Universal  absorbent socks and pillows

Universal absorbents

Universal  absorbent socks and pillows
DPPU
Universaldrippanpillowsinapan
Price: 0,00 € 
Category: Universal absorbent socks and pillows 

Universal absorbents: Universal  absorbent socks and pillows
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DPPU - Universal drip pan pillows in a pan are ideal to
catch leaks and drips coming from spigots, machinery or
common places where drips and leaks happen. You can
continuously use the drip pan while only replacing the
universal absorbent pillow.

* Keep the drip pan - just replace the oil pillow
* Comes complete with 4 reusable drip pans and 20

oil-only absorbent pillows filled with 100%
polypropylene for maximum absorbency

* Drip pans ideal for use under leaky spigots, dripping pipes and in other problem areas

For a refill, please click here 

Parameters of product 
length: 25 cm
Width: 25 cm
Height: 8 cm
Absorption: 48 l/unit
Weight: 5 kg
Pieces per unit: 4 drip pans and 20 universal pillows

Universal absorbents: Universal  absorbent socks and pillows

Universal absorbents

Universal  absorbent socks and pillows
DPPU R
Refillpack/universaldrippanpillo
Price: 34,80 € 
Category: Universal absorbent socks and pillows 

The refill pack / universal drip pan pillows is ideal to catch
leaks and drips coming from spigots, machinery or
common places where drips and leaks happen.

* Comes with 20 DPPU - universal absorbent pillows
filled with 100% polypropylene for maximum
absorbency.

* Ideal for use under leaky spigots, dripping pipes and in
other problem areas

Parameters of product 
Weight (kg): 4,0
Pieces per unit: 20
Dimension of pillows (cm): 25 x 25 x 8

Universal absorbents: Universal spill kits

Universal absorbents

Universal spill kits
USK 203 B
Universalspillkitinaruggedbag
Price: 44,40 € 
Category: Universal spill kits 

* Each spill kit absorbs acids, bases and many other
liquids [compatibility guide].

* Rugged bag is packed with 20 universal pads, 3
universal socks, one pre-mixed plugging and sealing
putty and 3 PVC bags.

* The rugged bag stores spill response supplies, then
acts as a temporary disposal bag.

* Absorbency of the absorbents contained: 30 liters.
Composition: Rugged bag, 50 cm x 48 cm x 15 cm 

3 Universal Socks (Bariex U), 7.5 x 120 cm
20 Low-linting premium universal absorbent pads (Padex 100 UP), 48 x 43 cm
3 PVC plastic bags
1 pre-mixed plugging and sealing putty (PS PM), 0.5 kg
1 pair of gloves

Universal absorbents: Universal spill kits
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Parameters of product: 
Length: 50 cm
Width: 48 cm
Height: 15 cm
Weight: 3 kg
Pieces per unit: 1

Universal absorbents: Universal spill kits

Universal absorbents

Universal spill kits
USK 508 B
Universal spill kit maxi in a rugged bag
Price: 0,00 € 
Category: Universal spill kits 

* Each spill kit absorbs acids, bases and many other
liquids [compatibility guide].

* Rugged bag is packed with 50 universal pads, 8
universal socks, one pre-mixed plugging and sealing
putty and 3 PVC bags.

* The rugged bag stores spill response supplies, then
acts as a temporary disposal bag.

* Absorbency of the absorbents contained: About 78
liters.

Composition: Rugged bag, 50 cm x 48 cm x 35 cm 
8 Universal Socks (Bariex U), 7.5 x 120 cm
50 Low-linting premium universal absorbent pads (Padex 100 UP), 48 x 43 cm
3 PVC plastic bags
1 pre-mixed plugging and sealing putty (PS PM), 0.5 kg
1 pair of gloves

Parameters of product: 
Length: 50 cm
Width: 48 cm
Height: 35 cm
Weight: 7 kg
Pieces per unit: 1

Universal absorbents: Universal spill kits

Universal absorbents

Universal spill kits
USK 104 C
Wheeled container universal spill kit
Price: 145,20 € 
Category: Universal spill kits 

Use this wheeled kit to bring Oread absorbents directly to
a chemical spill — all in a highly visible container that
really stands out!

* Use socks to confine spill before it can spread; use
pads to soak up spill.

* Bright yellow lid stands out, so you can find it, when
you need it.

* Hinged lid allows for easy access and keeps kit
contents clean and dry prior to use; mot for outdoor
storage.

* 100% polyethylene container is light-weight.
* Absorbency of contained absorbents: About 40 liters
* Need a custom kit? Call us!

Composition: 1 wheeled container 
1 9-kg-bag of absorbent granules ( AU 1000 )
20 low-linting premium universal absorbent pads, 48 x 43 cm ( Padex 100 UP )
4 universal socks, 7.5 x 120 cm (Bariex U)
1 bottle with 0,5 l of a super-concentrated biodegradable degreaser that can be diluted 1:50
( Citro 3000 )
1 pair of gloves
1 pair of glasses

Universal absorbents: Universal spill kits
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1 detachable broom
1 detachable shuffle
3 black plastic bags

Parameters of product 

Absorption capacity of contained absorbents (l): 40
Dimensions of wheeled container in cm (LxWxH): 51x53x85
Volume of wheeled container (l): 100
Total weight of wheeled container universal spill kit (kg): 18

Emergency repairs

Emergency repairs

PS PM
Pre-mixed plugging and sealing putty
Price: 7,80 € 
Category: Emergency repairs 

Bentonite clay granules that forms a barrier to liquids. No
surface preparation required. Non-toxic. Allows for rapid
response to leaks. Sticks to dirty/rusty/greasy surfaces
instantly.
PS PM pre-mixed plugging and sealing puttyis ready to
use. Applies directly onto leaking container to form a seal.
Supplied in a plastic pail.

Parameters of product 
Weight: 0.5 kg
Pieces per unit: 1

Emergency repairs

Emergency repairs

PS G
Plugging & diking granules
Price: 31,20 € 
Category: Emergency repairs 

Bentonite clay granules that forms a barrier to liquids. No
surface preparation required. Non-toxic. Allows for rapid
response to leaks. Sticks to dirty/rusty/greasy surfaces
instantly.
Just mix with water to form a barrier. No surface
preparation is required. Applies directly onto leaking
container to form a seal. Supplied in a plastic pail.

Parameters of product 
Material: granules
Weight in kg: 5 kg

Emergency repairs

Emergency repairs

ES 113
Underwater repair epoxy stick
Price: 19,20 € 
Category: Emergency repairs 

ES 113 is a 2-component, room temperature curing epoxy
adhesive used for high strength, permanent bonding of
metals, ceramics, concrete, wood, glass and most plastics.
This product can withstand temperatures up to 149ºC.
Product features

* Premeasured resin and hardener for easy application, 
consistent strength and time savings - no waste, no
mess, no clumping.

* Bonds virtually any material.

Emergency repairs
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* Repair, fill and seal holes, cracks and worn surfaces.
* May be drilled, tapped, sanded, or machined and painted after cure.

Special features
Underwater repair epoxy stick ES 113 works on both wet and dry surfaces and sets up and 
cures under water. This putty like material is ideal for plumbing, irrigation and marine
applications because it is unaffected by chlorinated or salt water. It is hand-kneadable,
available in “tear-off” strips and fully cures in one hour.

Typical applications
Plug and fill cracks, leaks and holes on pipes, fittings, tanks, valves and pumps especially in 
plumbing, irrigation and marine applications where applications are underwater.

Directions for use
1. For best adhesion, clean and roughen surfaces prior to application. 
2. Twist off desired amount.
3. Knead to uniform color.
4. Fill or plug crack or hole.
5. Repairs should be in place within 15 minutes.

Properties of uncured material (typical value) 

Chemical Type Epoxy and resin

Appearance Green/white putty stick

Odor Amine

Specific Gravity 1.9

Viscosity Flow similar to window putty

Flash Point >93 ºC

Properties of cured material (typical value) 

Appearance White

Emergency repairs
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Parameters of product 
Weight (kg): 0,113
Pieces per unit: 6

Emergency repairs

Emergency repairs

Joband
Oread emergency pipe repair kit
Price: 31,80 € 
Category: Emergency repairs 

Joband is a unique product that provides an easy and fast
way to repair pipes in a wide range of situations.
The Oread emergency pipe repair kit consists of a roll of
fiberglass bandage impregnated with water-activated
polyurethane resin, a stick of epoxy putty and a pair of
gloves. It’s simple to use with no mixing or measuring
required, yet results in a strong, superior pipe repair, able
to withstand internal pressures up to 2500 k.P.a.. You
simply immerse the bandage in water for 10 seconds, and
then apply by wrapping around the damaged pipe area. A
successful pipe repair can be achieved in only 30 minutes.

Joband, the Oread emergency pipe repair kit has numerous applications for different
emergency pipe repair situations throughout a wide range of industries, including the
mining, industrial, oil and gas, processing and marine industries.

Catalyst Water

Resin make up Polyurethane

Heat resistance 150 C°

Bonds PVC, copper, steel, iron, galvanized pipes,
concrete, fiberglass

Sets 20-30 minutes, sets under water

Resistant to most diluted chemicals and fuels

Strength qualities Internal pressure up to 1000 k.P.a

Parameters of product 

Length of bandage: 360 cm
Width of bandage: 5 cm
Epoxy putty 1 stick
Gloves 1 pair
Weight 0.2 kg

Emergency repairsEmergency repairsEmergency repairs

Emergency repairs

RNDC 01
Oread reusable neoprene drain cover 
Price: 58,80 € 
Category: Emergency repairs 

RNDC 01, the reusable neoprene drain cover for drain
protection is resistant to oil, water and most chemicals.

* Quick to deploy.
* Effective.
* Reusable with simple washing.
* For use on rough or smooth surfaces.
* Flexible.

Parameters of product 
Length: 100 cm
Width: 100 cm
Thickness: 2 mm
Weight: 3 kg

Emergency repairs

Emergency repairs

RPDC 90
Oread reusable polyurethane drain cover - 90 cm
Price: 200,40 € 
Category: Emergency repairs 

RPDC 60 offers a cost effective and simple solution for
drain protection. Tough, durable and flexible this
polyurethane drain cover is resistant to oil, water and most
chemicals. The drain cover is quick to deploy whilst being
reusable with simple washing. Provides a positive sticky
seal combined with being high in visibility due to its bright
yellow color.

* Resistant to oil, water and most chemicals.

Emergency repairs
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* High visibility.
* Reusable with simple washing.
* Tough, durable & flexible.
* Quick to deploy.

The Rolls Royce among drain covers!

Parameters of product 
Length: 90 cm
Width: 90 cm
Thickness: 1,3 cm
Weight: 10,9 kg
Pieces per unit: 1

Emergency repairs

Emergency repairs

RPDC 60
Oread reusable polyurethane drain cover - 60 cm
Price: 96,00 € 
Category: Emergency repairs 

RPDC 60 offers a cost effective and simple solution for
drain protection. Tough, durable and flexible this
polyurethane drain cover is resistant to oil, water and most
chemicals. The drain cover is quick to deploy whilst being
reusable with simple washing. Provides a positive sticky
seal combined with being high in visibility due to its bright
yellow color.

* Resistant to oil, water and most chemicals.
* High visibility.
* Reusable with simple washing.
* Tough, durable & flexible.
* Quick to deploy.

The Rolls Royce among drain covers!

Parameters of product 
Length: 60 cm
Width: 60 cm
Thickness: 1,3 cm
Weight: 5,4 kg
Pieces per unit: 1

Degreaser

Degreaser

Citro 3000
Degreaser
Price: 0,00 € 
Category: Degreaser 

Citro 3000 is a clear orange citrus fragranced cleaning
agent, especially designed for degreasing and removing oil
at areas, where waste product can only be disposed of in
storm drains. It is a safe alternative to many highly alkaline
products used for similar tasks. The product does not
contain sodium hydroxide or potassium hydroxide. It is not
classified under the current C.H.I.P legislation and satisfies
international tests carried out on unicellular algae and
invertebrates representative of both fresh and salt water
environments.
Application fields: For the effective removal of oil from 

tarmac and concrete surfaces. For general cleaning of oil rigs, garage floors, ship decks,
diesel islands, forecourts, floors and the general cleaning of most hard surfaces. It can be
used through steam cleaning machines and cold pressure washers.

Directions For Use: Dilute at around 2% ie.100 ml per 5 liters of warm to hot water (3-4 
pump measures).

Cleaning guide: 1. Sweep floor area thoroughly. 2. The diluted solution chosen should be
mixed in a clean bucket.
3. With a clean mop, apply to the area to be cleaned (for large areas clean in sections).
4. For stubborn soilings levels, use of a deck scrubber may be necessary.
5. Rinse floor area thoroughly with fresh water and allow to air dry.

Degreaser
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Health & Safety: 

Wear rubber or pvc gloves. 
Keep out of reach of children.
Safety data sheets are available for professional users.
Keep from freezing.
2 x 5 liters or 6 x 0,5 liters
Available with your logo.

Degreaser
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